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As of this date (May, 1983), two experiments have actually been run, though the complexities of
tallying the results leave me with only one to report on in detail he¡e. Two more ¿re being prepared,
and will be administered in the coming months. The present paper represents only a fragrnent of a
much larger study being conducted by David Palermo, Victor Broderick and the present author
which is designed to test English prefxation and suffixation in general, I hereby acknowledge my
indebtedness to these two collaborato¡s, but f¡ee them from blame fo¡ whatever faults lie in the
present paper. Broderick prepared the graphs and helped me with the statistical calculations. I would
also like to thank Ca¡ol Anderson and Donka Fa¡kas fo¡ theù stimulating comments.
Un-, ín-, non- and d¡,r- are not, of cou¡se, the only prefìxes in English with negative force. In fact,
English abounds in such prefixes: a- (an) (amoral, anorexic); n- (none, neíther); no- (no-win situation); mis (misbegotten). These a¡e all quite marginal and highly marked lexically in comparison with
un-, in-, non- and even dls-, which is itself of marginal productivity.
We have also administered a Multiple Choice Antonym Production Survey in which subjects are
asked to list their first and second choices from a register of six potential opposites. This test, which
is much more complicated than the Antonym Production Survey, will be discussed in a future paper
along with the ¡esults of other experiments. Preliminary analysis of the data suggests a confirmation
of the rcsults found in the Antonym P¡oduction Suwey.
The entire question becomes more complicated when we take into account such matters as the
educational levels of respondents, their degree of foreign language awareness, their attudes towards
'learned'vocabulary and othe¡ factors which influence speakers'judgments and choices.
The term 'Anglic'is used to desigrrate pseudo-words which a¡e supposed to appear to be of native
English origin.'Anglic' is opposed to'Latinate'.

Indo-European neuters in -i
Robert S.P. Beekes (University of læiden)

0. The aim of this article is (1) to present the evidence for neuter i-stems with full inflection and (2) to show that there is no evidence for i/n-stems nor (3) for neuters with -i in
the nominative only (and zero, i.e. root noun, in the other cases).

l.

Neuter i-stems (with full inflection)

1.0. Handbooks often speak of neuters in -i, but mostly this refers to adjectives.

It appears

that there are hardly any neuter i-stems in the Indo-European languages, but that there
were in Proto-Indo-European action nouns which were very important in the history of the
verb (section 1.9.). We shall present the evidence of the separate languages. This survey
does not claim to be exhaustive in details except where indicated.
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Indo-Iranian

1.1.1. Sanskrit
The four if n-netterc are mentioned everywhere; they will be discussed in the next chapter.
The handbooks further mention hórdi, whích belongs to section 3.2., and vári, which rcplaces older vár (W ackenagel t9 54 : 291f1, spec. S I 90c ; 1957 : 13 l, I 45, I 60).

I checked the suffixes in -i indicated in the reverse index of Grassmann's dictionary
22) and Wackernagel (1954). I found no neuter.

0719-

Burrow (1955: 175-177) mentions íømi and srkui, which I cannot find (for thelattercf.
Mayrhofer 1976: 554 srtikvø-\.Thzt sríci'with'is an old neuter is uncertain. Burrow thinks
that some forms in -ya contínue older neuters in -i: ntibhya- n. beside ndbhi- f . (where the
long vowel rather points to an original root noun), mddhya- (which is certainly of ProtoIndo-European date). Onkravyri-

see

section 3.1.

Further he believes that arcís-, rocís-, íocß.- were neuters in -i. But roci-,which he adduces
"ist jung (Pur., Hariv.) und nicht ganz sicher (PW VI 441)", Mayrhofer (1976:
76). See on these words Wackernagel (1954: 365f.).

as evidence,

1.1

.2. Iranian

In Old Persian only dipi- 'writing' is in one place supposed to be neuter, but others take it
here too as feminine (Brandenstein-Mayrhofer (1964: 116)). The word is a loan from Elamite.
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For Avestan neither Bartholomae (1395-19M: $$ 189,406) nor Reichelt (7967 $S 303f,
363) mentions a neuter. In the Gatha's proper and the Yasna Haptanhaiti I counted 129
n.ut.r, (and 17 doubtful cases), but no i-stem. Of the reverse index, Bartholomae (1961)
I checked the gender of the forms in -i not ending in -ri. I counted some l3Owords. Two are
listed as neuter. tttiri 'kasig gewordene Milch, Molke'has been connected wtthGt' turós
*turio-1). There is no good etymology. I
'cheese' (because of Myc. turo2 f turiosf from
don't see on what basis the wotd it considered a neutet (only tuirinqm N 66 and 67)'The
word may be non Indo-European, or it could be the neuter of an adjective.
The other word is tayùirí-'bread'. Again I don't see how we know that the word (only
tayuirinqm V 16.1) is neuter. It could be an adjective, as is x\dudringm, ibid. (Nor do I
understand why Bartholomae refers from the one word to the other and to tarlu-.)The
word has no etymolory.
The conclusion is that I find only two words given as neuter, both of which are in fact of
unknown gender and which have no good etymology.

1.2.

Armenian gives no information

l.3.

Balto-Slavic

as

the gender distinction has been given up.

1.3.1. Baltic
has disappeared. Old Prussian, which still has neuters,
for an istem (Trautmann 1910: 235fÐ. (mary 'hab'Voc' is an e-stem.)

In Lithuanian and Latvian the neuter
has no evidence

1.3.2. Slavic transfered the i -neuters (if there were any) to masculines or feminines (Meillet

1934 417).

1.4.

Tocharian has neuter forms only in the pronouns.

1.5.

Hittite

that there are hardly any trustbei den ¿-Stämmen, finden
("Wortgleichungen,
wie
worthy Indo-European connections
'liver', for which Schindler
/issi
mentions
sich darunter nicht"). Among the neuters he
Arm. leard as *lis-r-t, To
He
interprets
(Sprøche 12, 7966: 71_78) proposed an etymology.
which /issl would be a variant in -i. (The root vocalism is not essential here. Nor are -i/-r
variants probable, but Arm. -ard can be analogical.) But it is possible that the Hittite word
was an old neuter in -i, though it remains possible that the -i is an Hittite addition (cf . meni
n. 'cheek, face'). Schindler thinks an adjective,'the fat one', is possible, but his connection
with Lat. lardum etc. should be given up.

Kronasser (1966:203) writes about the primary i-stems

The conclusion is that a considerable increase of i-neuters was caused by loanwords (cf. on
Greek below). We should also bear in mind the notorious productivity of the istems in
Luwian. In Hittite there are 195 c and 87 neuter i-stems against 24 c and 11 -19 neuter
u-stems. It is clear that the Proto-Indo-European situation was reversed in Hittite. Though
there are no words with an Indo-European etymology, it is quite possíble that there was an
Indo-European kernel.
sínapi, péperi (Schwyzer 1939:462). Chanttaine (1933:
114) adds ískhi'osphús Hesychius. The gloss may be "une graphie tardive, ou un simple
faute pour iskhíon (ainsi Latte)", Chantraine (1968-19S0). Chantraine himself connected
the word with lksús, which proves non-Indo-European origin for Furnée (1972:393)- NonIndo-European origin is anyhow probable. álphi (see section 2.0.) and méli (see section
2.0.) are /-stems. thémis is "vereinzelt und sekundär neutrum" (Frisk 1972 s.v.). The

1.6. Greek has loanwords llke

*themi, -itos
theory (e.g. Benveniste 1935:34) that the word was originally a neuter
cannot be proven. It rests partly on the idea that the Sanskrit neuters in -is rvere originally

*themi, -ilos were correct, it could also have
istems, which is most probably incorrect. If
*themit.
would have been a neuter because of Lat.
konis
f
.'dust'
In the same way
been
*konis-, *kenis'and behind that a neuter
s-stem
cinis, -eris, under the assumption of an
*koni. If this is correct, it lies far back. Indirect evidence would be ostëon and ósse, which
are discussed below.

frequent. Brosmann (197S) counted 87 of them. He points oú lhat 15%

Neuter i -stems are
of them are loanwords (because there are good etyma or because they have Hurrian endings). "In view of the large foreign element in Hittite, the scant attestation of Hattic and
Hurrian and the lack of an etymology for a majority of the neuter i-stems, one can be fairly
confìdent that the actual proportion of such loanwords was considerably greater. . . At the
other extrerne, evidence concerning words of known original gender inherited from ProtoIndo-European is largely non-existent." Only the suffix -asfi is clearly Indo-European. dalugasti 'length' and, pargasti'height' are neuters, palhøsti is variable. As word with this suffix
are always feminine in Slavic, it is supposed (Kronasser 1966:209) that they became
neuter in Hittite. But K¡onasser did not give an argument why he rejected Pedersen's view
(1938:35) that the wo¡ds were originally neuters. This view seems more probable, fìrst,
because Slavic does not have any i-stem neuters at all, and secondly, because a transition
from neuter to feminine seems in general more probable than vice versa. This development
may be rather important: fìrst, it would show that Hittite retained neuters where they
disappeared elsewhere, and secondly, it might indicate that the i-neuters, which were often
action nouns (section 1.9.), became feminines in other languages too.

The reverse index of Buck-Petersen (1945: 14) states clearly that there are no inherited
neuter i-stems.
mare, rete 'net' and ?ile. rete has no etymolory
and cannot be used as evidence for a Proto-Indo-European neuter. The fìrst word has been
considered to be of non-Indo-European origin by Nehring (1959: 122) because of theafo
interchange. The neuter pfural itia 'flancs, parties latérales du vent¡e' has in the singular
îlium,1leum, île, which suggest thatlle ( *¡-l¿ was the oldest form. It has been connected
with dlr¿. ¡topø (codd. Eâ:pal) yuvøu<eîø; i\øv.rò rñc "yuuau<òc ë,gr¡panv ô4Àoí. rcøi

ln Latin I find only two or three words,

rcoo¡tøv yuuøtxeîov napà KQoc. (Cf. Pokorny 1959:499). Indo-European origin is far

from certain.
Germanic i-neuters are found in Gothic and Old Icelandic (maisøiws in Gothic contains
*mari'sea'" OHG meri
the word for 'sea'). Only one word is found in more languages,
(also masculine); in the other languages it has become masculine (l-stem) or feminine
(stem in -fu). Further we fìnd:
OHG bini'bee'; as the -¡r- is a Germanic addition, the Èneuter is a Germanic innovation.
quiti, què'ti'Ausspruch'.
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OS

bini.
urlagi ,war' ;the word is a Germanic creation ; see De Vries (797 l: s.v . oorlog).
høls-meni 'necklace'; OHG menni,OE mene,Olc.men show that it was a ¿o-stem.
land-skepi, friund-skepi etc.;in any case a Germanic creation; see De Vries (1971
s.v. schaP 2).

OE

is right in assuming that the causatives are derivatives of such verbal nouns, the
that such a noun was used in
type must be very old. He also assumes (1981: 128, note
the formation of the Germanic weak preterite (e.g. Gothic 2nd sg. nasidès'you saved'

l)

(

*nosi

up the neuter.

Old lrish.
Thurneysen gives seven i-neuters in his Grammar (1946:191). Only two or three have an
etymology.

gtin'wovnding'must be *{honi' (Cf. section 1.9.)
muir 'sea' 1 *mori.
búaíd 'vicTory' has been compared wilh Boudicca and Germ. Baudïhillia'Sieges*bhoudhi- (Pokorny 1959: 163)'
kämpferin', which would point to
cuirm 'a\e' belongs with Gaul. korma, kourmi. Further connections are (extremely)
unceitain.
druimm 'back' is supposed to be a loan from Welsh (Pokorny 1 959: 1075)'
.horses', gen. grega. Not a loan from Lat. grex according to Pokorny (1959:
6rarg
382).
richiss 'l¡e coals' (see Thurneysen (1946:191) for the gender) has been connected
with Lith. f . pl. pirkÍnys, but vendryes (1959: R 29) notes that even the celtic
form cannot be reconstructed.

Note that cuirm and druímm have the o-vocalism expected in Proto-Indo-European

Burrow (1955: 177) thinks that the (3rd sg.) passive aorist type târi, iáni, continues a neuter in -1. Kortlandt (1¡'86. I98l:127) shares the idea (1981:121). As the type is also

If Kortlandt

There is no evidence for an Indo-European form. On 'sea' see under I¿tin.
gave

of the

foundinAvestan (GAv.vaci,srãvl),thepassiveao¡istisatleastof Proto-Indo-lraniandate.

*speru-f sparu-.
spere 'spear'belongs to Germ.

1.7. Celtic British

it has been supposed that there were Proto-Indo-European neuters
type CoCi that were very important for the development of the verbal system.

1.9. Recently

(as

ieast in one type, see section 1.9.).

1.8. Conclusion
There are two kinds of danger with articles like this. One is that the author cannot resist
the temptation to deny every form of evidence. The second is that the nuances disappear
when the resuits are cited ("8. has shown that Proto-Indo-European had no i-stem neuters"). Therefore I shall try to be very clear in the conclusion.
Evidence for neuters can be expected from Indo-Iranian, Old Prussian, (Slavic), Hittite,
Greek, Latin, Germanic and Celtic. There is no positive direct evidence in Old Prussian (and
Slavic). There are hardly any i-neuters in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Latin and Germanic, and
probably none that is of Proto-Indo-European date. Positive, direct evidence is found in
Hittite and O1d Irish. In Hittite there was a large non-Indo-European influx. Of Proto-IndoEuropean date could be the words in-asti and /¿isi'liver'. Whether there are more inherited
words should be investigated. In Old lrish guin'wounding' will be old, for other words this
is not ce¡tain. Doubtful is *mori 'sea'.

As we find i-neuters in two 'extreme'languages (Hittite in time, Old Irish in position), it is
possible that they retained ineuters from Proto-Indo-European and that the category was
enlarged by loans and new formations but lost the old forms. On the other hand, in IndoIranian and Greek they seem to have been lost very early. A certainly old type is discussed
in the next section.

dhès) and of the Old Irish denominatives, type -suidigedar 1*sodi sagitro (see Thurneysen 1946: S 524).1 This would mean that this type of i-neuter must date back to ProtoIndo-European and lived on into the separate languages, although perhaps already as a
fixed (indeciinable) form with restricted use. No doubt OIr. guin 'wowding'is a remnant
of these verbal nouns (it is isolated in Irish, Thurneysen 1946: 448).

(
Rather speculative is the following suggestion. The neuter dual ending -íh1 (k. ósse
*ol&ih1) might have its i from the neuters in -i. This would prove their former importance
in Protó-Indo-European. (Note that du. -å 1, pl. -h2was a not well marked system.)
2. iþ-Neuten
2.0. Fou¡lndo-Iranianneutershaveifninflection.Onthisbasisanífn-infl.ectionforProtoIndo-European parallel with the rf n-stems has been postulated (the first was J. Schmidt
1889: 248fÐ. I do not think this is correct.

2.1. The evidence outside Indo-Iranian is very untrustworthy. What Benveniste (1935:
6-8) presents "gehört entschieden zu den Teilen der Jagdbeute, die Benveniste aus der
vollen Jagdtasche als unrechtmássig eriegt wird ausliefern müssen" as Pedersen (1938: l7 n.
l) said of parts of "das wertvolle rf n-Wrld".
Passing by Lith. vãgis etc., Lat. øxis etc. (and the word for 'eal', where both Av. uïibyø and
Lith. ¿¿¿s¿i are innovations), we note that for Skt. hârdi etc. the Germanic forms do not
prove a Proto-Indo-European ø-stem, and retain only three words: Gr. alphi'barley', Lat'
mel and Lat. sal etc.
For tilphi, normai plural tÍtphttø, the Hesych gloss alíphata'dlphita i: dleura would show an
old ¡z-stem: it would replace *tÍlphato. Unnecessary to say that this interpretation, based on
a gloss, is not certain enough to prove anything for Proto-Indo-European. Latte corrects
the form into *alëphata;cf. Chantraine (1968-1980: s.v.).

Lat. mel, mellis would, represent *meli-t, melnes. But the /?-stem is not certain. ErnoutMeillet (1959: s.v.) consider Jn-, -ld- or "ancienne géminée populaire". Læumann (1977
213) follows Szemerényi's idea (KZ 15. 1958:183 n. l) that it is analogic to f'el, Íèllß
'bile'. In any case the n-stem is found nowhere else. From Hittite melit no oblique cases
are known, but the adjective meliddu-'sweet' and Luw. malli, pl.mallitinzi are based upon
the form with /, so /-flection seems probable. Gr. blíttò mttst be based on a stem form
*mlit-, which points to an old inflection *melit, mlit-és.
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foundinAvestan (GAv.vaci,srãvl),thepassiveao¡istisatleastof Proto-Indo-lraniandate.

*speru-f sparu-.
spere 'spear'belongs to Germ.

1.7. Celtic British

it has been supposed that there were Proto-Indo-European neuters
type CoCi that were very important for the development of the verbal system.

1.9. Recently

(as

ieast in one type, see section 1.9.).

1.8. Conclusion
There are two kinds of danger with articles like this. One is that the author cannot resist
the temptation to deny every form of evidence. The second is that the nuances disappear
when the resuits are cited ("8. has shown that Proto-Indo-European had no i-stem neuters"). Therefore I shall try to be very clear in the conclusion.
Evidence for neuters can be expected from Indo-Iranian, Old Prussian, (Slavic), Hittite,
Greek, Latin, Germanic and Celtic. There is no positive direct evidence in Old Prussian (and
Slavic). There are hardly any i-neuters in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Latin and Germanic, and
probably none that is of Proto-Indo-European date. Positive, direct evidence is found in
Hittite and O1d Irish. In Hittite there was a large non-Indo-European influx. Of Proto-IndoEuropean date could be the words in-asti and /¿isi'liver'. Whether there are more inherited
words should be investigated. In Old lrish guin'wounding' will be old, for other words this
is not ce¡tain. Doubtful is *mori 'sea'.

As we find i-neuters in two 'extreme'languages (Hittite in time, Old Irish in position), it is
possible that they retained ineuters from Proto-Indo-European and that the category was
enlarged by loans and new formations but lost the old forms. On the other hand, in IndoIranian and Greek they seem to have been lost very early. A certainly old type is discussed
in the next section.

dhès) and of the Old Irish denominatives, type -suidigedar 1*sodi sagitro (see Thurneysen 1946: S 524).1 This would mean that this type of i-neuter must date back to ProtoIndo-European and lived on into the separate languages, although perhaps already as a
fixed (indeciinable) form with restricted use. No doubt OIr. guin 'wowding'is a remnant
of these verbal nouns (it is isolated in Irish, Thurneysen 1946: 448).

(
Rather speculative is the following suggestion. The neuter dual ending -íh1 (k. ósse
*ol&ih1) might have its i from the neuters in -i. This would prove their former importance
in Protó-Indo-European. (Note that du. -å 1, pl. -h2was a not well marked system.)
2. iþ-Neuten
2.0. Fou¡lndo-Iranianneutershaveifninflection.Onthisbasisanífn-infl.ectionforProtoIndo-European parallel with the rf n-stems has been postulated (the first was J. Schmidt
1889: 248fÐ. I do not think this is correct.

2.1. The evidence outside Indo-Iranian is very untrustworthy. What Benveniste (1935:
6-8) presents "gehört entschieden zu den Teilen der Jagdbeute, die Benveniste aus der
vollen Jagdtasche als unrechtmássig eriegt wird ausliefern müssen" as Pedersen (1938: l7 n.
l) said of parts of "das wertvolle rf n-Wrld".
Passing by Lith. vãgis etc., Lat. øxis etc. (and the word for 'eal', where both Av. uïibyø and
Lith. ¿¿¿s¿i are innovations), we note that for Skt. hârdi etc. the Germanic forms do not
prove a Proto-Indo-European ø-stem, and retain only three words: Gr. alphi'barley', Lat'
mel and Lat. sal etc.
For tilphi, normai plural tÍtphttø, the Hesych gloss alíphata'dlphita i: dleura would show an
old ¡z-stem: it would replace *tÍlphato. Unnecessary to say that this interpretation, based on
a gloss, is not certain enough to prove anything for Proto-Indo-European. Latte corrects
the form into *alëphata;cf. Chantraine (1968-1980: s.v.).

Lat. mel, mellis would, represent *meli-t, melnes. But the /?-stem is not certain. ErnoutMeillet (1959: s.v.) consider Jn-, -ld- or "ancienne géminée populaire". Læumann (1977
213) follows Szemerényi's idea (KZ 15. 1958:183 n. l) that it is analogic to f'el, Íèllß
'bile'. In any case the n-stem is found nowhere else. From Hittite melit no oblique cases
are known, but the adjective meliddu-'sweet' and Luw. malli, pl.mallitinzi are based upon
the form with /, so /-flection seems probable. Gr. blíttò mttst be based on a stem form
*mlit-, which points to an old inflection *melit, mlit-és.
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'salt'

slanø ('gesalzen'), air. salann 'Salz', gr. htilasin húei (Súd.) setzt
*sal-n- neben den nom' *søl-d odet *sal-ian,
Schmidt (1889:182) einen obliquen Stamm
eine Annahme, für die jedenfalls der anscheinend spâte griechische Ausdruck keine Stütze
bilden kann", says Frisk (1960: 79). The Slavic adjective is of course a no-adiective derived
*solto continue *saleino- (Pokorny

"Auf Grund von aksl.

Compounds of all these words are from consonant stems: Skt. an-asth-ti-, -sakth-ti-, an4ks'
(lVackernagel 1954:93,108f; "aber bei uneigentlicher Bedeutung [that is in younger
forms] qks.i, -sakthi- P. 5.4.113"). Though in itself this is not defìnite proof for consonant
stems, it confì¡ms the other evidence.

from

2.3. The conclusion is that neither Indo-Iranian nor the otherlanguageshave evidence for
Proto-Indo-European i f n-iúlection.

secondary by *sol-no-) must be old.

3.

(Meillet 1934: 267),the Celtic word is supposed
*sal-n-. The athematic inflection of Greek, Latin (the
1959: 878) and does not point to
nom. sale is secondary according to Ernout-Meillet) and Stavic (the i-stem is shown to be

The non-Indo-Iranian evidence, then, appears to be non-existent. It should also be observed
that Hittite, where we find so many rfn-stems, has no i/n-stems'
has four if n-ne,tlers'. tisthi, stikthi 'thigh', dtidhi 'sour mllk' ,tiksi'eye' (Wackernagel 1957: 302-306). However, the Avestan cognate of tisthi has the following forms ac-

.oiang to Kellens (I914:336-339) (younger forms in brackets, masculine/feminine forms
and ¿-stem forms):

singular

dual

plural

as-cø,(østam)

(asta-ca)

østi
asti-ca, ( østãs-ca, asta-ca )
astçm, (astanqm)

nom
acc.
gen.

astò, astas-ca

azdabi!, azdibit

instr

It

=

løzdbi\l

the oldest inflection was that of a root noun, and this must be the Proto-

is evident that
Indo-Iranian inflection, and, we may add con{ìdently, the Proto-Indo-European inflection.
Avestan has one form that suggests an n-stem, astantAt' YH 41.3. (First

3.0. Is there any evidence for neuters that had -i in the nominative but no suffix in the oblique

2.2. Sanskrit

it

should be recog-

nized that *ast-tat- was difficult. Note further that we would expect fastatìtt-f , cf. GAv.
kørapö.tàt- lkarpøtãtl. I think that -an- was taken over from a form like Skt. astanvánt'
(GAv. has astvant-), where qn- was regular befo¡e -v-. If this is correct, it proves the existence of other forms in -an-.) Iranian, then, may have had r¡-forms too, but this cannot
invalidate the conclusion that the root-inflection was the oldest type'

to represent -n-ko-, bu| because of the vocalism this
formation, and it is hard to believe that it is of
a
Greek
be
is uncertain. The word cannot
probably
non-Indo-European. (Cf. Beekes 1969:
is
word
The
Proto-Indo-Eulopean date.
not old. óstrakon does not represent
stakhós
is
tha|"
thinks
who
51;Furnée 1912:137,
*Hostrko-, or even *Hostrnko-; nor is astrtígalos a Proto-Indo-European *Hstr-g-(h)lo-.)
Gr. astakosfosl. 'lobster' is considered

Further support could be seen in Venetic, where ostinobos (in Latin script) is interpreted
*ost-n'. But it could also be an adas 'ossibus' (Lejeune 1974:337) and explained from
jective it -tino- (id. 99). ostiiako (olim 'ossuarium') has turned out to be a personal name.
Sdkthi has in the Rigveda further an Èstem form sakthyà and the Í-stem sakthãni. The
Avestan cogante appears in three forms, acc. du. haxti, gen. haxt(a)yã arl'd haxta (see section 3.4.), none of which is an n-stem. As the i-stem can be explained (e.g. from the dual),
we may suppose an original consonant-stem as for tisthi,which may be confirmed by haxta.
For dddhí oPr. dødøn,which is an o-stem neutel, shows that there was no lþ-stem.

Du.aksí shows (cf. the accent) that the word for'eye'was a consonant stem.

i/zero-Neuters

cases? We

shall first look outside Indo-Iranian.

should be remarked in advance that the distinction between i/zero neuters and
neuters with complete i-inflection is difficutt. One aspect of the problem is that neuters
often occur only in the nominative-accusative singular.
I can find only one form for which -i in the nominative has been supposed (and -n- in the
oblique cases, which, however, proved, improbable, supra section 2.0.), the word for 'salt'
*so/ as appears
(Berrveniste 1935:8). However, Lat. sale is secondary, OCS so/¿ replaces
prove
a neuter in -i
not
from slanz'salted', Gr. hati- in compounds (against /rríls) does
authority
Benveniste's
(though Chantraine still states this possibility, apparently because
is still strong; cf. below).

3.1.

It

Gr. ískhi was discussed above (section 1.6.).

We need not discuss Benveniste's theory (1935:75ff) ofa large scale transference ofË
neuters to masculine-feminines. The least one can say about it, is that it has not been
proven. To posit, e.g. *ikri, *orni lor íkrion, órnis órneon2 is gratuitous. Certainly wrong
*kloni, as klónion is cleariy based
is it to fake klonion (a gloss in Hesychius) as a basis lor
on klónis (after words llke iskhíon; the gloss begins with klonion' ßkhíon), which is feminine, as are the cognates Skt. íroni-, Av. sraoni-, Lat. clî¿nis,'W . clun; OPr. slaunis Y o'
cabul. is not neuter, so probably feminine; Olc. hlaun was mostly given as neutel, now
mostly as feminine (as far as I know the gender cannot be ascertained for Old Icelandic;as
it is at present neuter, this gender was assumed for Old lcelandic too; this is improbable,
also because the language has no other i-stem neuters). Chantraine (1968-1980) again still
*kreuHi n. for Skt.
posits the possibility of a neuter. Nor is there any reason to posit a
*kreuHi-,
*kreuUis
not
necessary to posit a
but it
or
Lravydm (ti-kravi-hasta- may contain
neuter for it), Lilh. krattias, OPr. krswian.

3.2. ln Indo-Iranian Sanskrit has hárdi, the four i/n-stems and viiri. The latter replaces
older vâr. This istem may have developed from an -i added to the nominative singular, but
this is not certain. In any case the nominative in -i was evidently a younger form. There is
no reason to suppose tha|víir (RV) is a secondary form (as does Wackernagel 1957:34).
The word for 'heart' is now generally reconstructed as:

î¿r¿
î¡d-és
etc.
@erd-i? )

pl.

îerd'h22

î¡d-ónt
etc.
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was recently discussed by Szemerényi (1970), with whom I agree on most points' (I am
not convinced that the nominative was *kdr in Proto-Indo-European. I do not believe in a
development *kerd ) *ken ) *ker.) He has definitely refuted the idea, repeated ove¡ and
over again in all handbooks, that there was an old i-stem. In fact many languages prove an
old consonant stem (Lith. lirdú etc. prove that J¡rd¿i is recent;and even if we wouldnot
have that evidence, J¡7d¡ì cannot be used as proof for an old t-stem, as is done so often;
recently by Brosman (JIES 6.1978:98), though he knows Szemerényi's article), and the
forms with -i- carr be explained as younger formations (Gr. kardía has a suffix found in
othe¡ words for parts of the body; Oh uide 1*krdiom has nothing surprising; Hitt".kardøs does not prove an old istem and there is the regular genitive kardas; see also below on
kardias). The Armenian i-stem is not sufficient to prove Proto-Indo-European origin;Szemerényi (7970:526) reminds that Armenian has more often unoriginal -l-stem forms (e.g.

It

from otn 'foot').
is most improbable that an i-stem existed by the side of this root formation. In that case
most languages would have chosen the i-inflection, which does not present the difficulties
of the root noun. A full iinflectiur has been assumed especially to account forskt.hidayam,
LAv. zara6aèm. (The same explanation is often given for Gr.ostéon.) Not only is a full
i-inflection most improbable, even if it had existed it would probably not have given, with
thematization, the IIr. aya-suffrx, as there is no evidence for such a development (Wackernagel 1954: 213-275;there is evidence for -ya- fromhysterodynamic i-stems, ibid.807Ð.

It

the explanation of the forms in tyøm is the following. "Auch sonst ist im Veda der
NAVSg. n. mancher Stämme durch andere Bildungen vermieden" obserues Wackernagel
1957:32) and gives hídayam,as an example. I think this is the explanation: the form replaces the difficult nominative (*ghèrd ) *hàr). The form is at least Proto-Indo-lranian,
and as its formation in lndo-Iranian is not understandable (Wackernagel 1954:213), tt
seems to be of Proto-Indo-European date. The comparison with Gr.ostéon andLaÍ. hc¡rdeum seems quite apt: in all instances the old form was a ¡oot noun that presented difficulties (specially in the nominative). The explanation of the suffix must be that given by
Risch (1974: 132) for ostéon: "eigentlich'Knöchernes"',i.e.-eios was the suffix meaning
'belonging to', well known from the adjectives indicating materials. The substantivized
form of this adjective would get almost the same meaning as the noun from which it was
derived. This explanation is also given by Szemerényi (1970:525), who gives the curious
parallels that Lat. cuprum, fagus were in the Romance languages. replaced by cupreum,
fageus. I wonder whether the Hittite genitive kardiss is not simply this adjective , krdeios
'belonging to the heart, of the heart'. Compare the Luwian adjectives in -øssi- replacing the
genitive.3 (A secondary formation on the basis of the dative and instrumental (kartit)
seems improbable to me: these starting points for i-inflection were present with all consonant stems; and why would only the genitive shift to the i-stems?) I would even consider
the possibility that hastiþs 1 *HostH-eios was the origin for the rather enigmatic inflection hastai, hastiins. (Once the adjective was incorporated as a genitive, apparently an
i-stem form, analogic spread of an i-stem was only to be expected.)

I think

The conclusion is that the -i of hø.rdi is not cognate with the i's of the words for'hea¡t'in
other languages nor with that of hídayam. Proto-Indo-Iranian inherite ¿ *îcer¿ iildés with
an adiective iùrdeios of which the neuter *rdeiom could be used in the place of *îeArcl.
The question remains from where the -i came.

Szemerényi (1970: 526) assumes. that the -i developed from a prop vowel before words
with initial consonant. He gives paralleis of languages that have such (final) vowels. But
here the difficulty of this solution becomes clear: some languages have such phenomena,
but then rather frequently, others do not have it. And as Sanskrit has no evidence for such
a development, this explanation cannot be accepted.

I can think of only one source, which to my mind is evident: hárdi hrdtis was formed after
tísthi *asthtis. Essential is that the -i of osthi can be explained. Notð that hárdí and,ásthi
belong to the same semantic sphere.

3.3. Remains the group tísthi *asthtis. The -i can hardly date from Proto-Indo-European, as
there is no evidence for ifzero neuters elsewhere. The other languages give no support for
a nominative in -i in this case. Hitt. hastøi, -i¡as does not have -i. Gr. ostéon has been explained above (from an eio-adjective). Arm. oskr 1*ostuer and Lat. os, ossls have no trace
of an -¡. When the -i is of Indian origin, it cannot have been taken from hdrdi,where it must
be explained itself, and there were no other neuters in -i. The -i must have originated in the
word itself. The explanation has been given by Hamp (1953: 137-141).Itmay be well to
draw attention to his explanation, as it is not mentioned in Mayrhofer's dictionary (1953:
tHostH, Hostil-és
67 , 553;1976: 637f). Tlne ah- shows that the word had a laryngeal, and
*asthris,
*rísti,
-th(cf
ásthi
.pdnthitþ).I
arrived
in Sanskrit
gave
with generalization of the
(1970:
not
(Szemerényt
526,n.61)
does
accept
the
at the same conclusion independently.
(1974:.336)
ostéon
disproves
a
says that G¡.
laryngeal, but without any argument. Kellens
*ostef
*hasta
got
and
laryngeal, which is not true. Note that Hittite and Greek would have
afo respectively in the nominative.)

The development

to *asti was Proto-Indo-Iranian

(Beekes,

IIJ 23.1981:275_287).hilrdi

occurs also in Dard- and Kafir languages (Mayrhofer 1976:605), which means thathãrdi
probably existed already in Proto-Indo-Iranian. fi hørdi got its -i from *øsli, this must be
of Proto-Indo-Iranian date, too. (Cf. below on possible Iranian *dadi,section3.5.).
Avestan nom. sg. øs-cø instead of *asti then presents a problem. Hamp here makes a suggestion which is apt to discredit his theory: that Av. *asf represent-s *Host, supposing that
-É1 was a collective suffix. This is unacceptable. First, Sanskrit and Avestan must be derived
fron"r the same form. (And if we assume *Host lor Sanskrit, we cannot explain its -i.)
Secondly, a collective suffix for (the singular of) 'bone' is quite improbable. We must look
fbr another explanation. (Note that those who assume Proto-Indo-European *HostHihave
the sanre problem.) I see three possible explanations (which do not exclude one another):

(l) ln <lerivations

(astvant-),

in

compounds and before clitics (as-ca!) the -É1 was not

vocalized in lranian (as normally in interior syllable).

(2)

(3)

*asf (a tendency strengthened
The inflection *asti, astas could lead to a new nominative
by the development in l).
Tlrc plural, which was rather frequent given the meauing of the word, was øsri ((
*Httstltll). To avoid the homonymy with the plural tl-re singular could have been
rcslrapcd to *a.sl. I think, then, that as(t) replaces *asti.

Whctlrcr *ïtosl It originally contained a suffix -/.f1 canuot be r¡rade out. The comparison
wilh stikthi suggcsts it. but this word could have been assinrilated to risthi.
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was recently discussed by Szemerényi (1970), with whom I agree on most points' (I am
not convinced that the nominative was *kdr in Proto-Indo-European. I do not believe in a
development *kerd ) *ken ) *ker.) He has definitely refuted the idea, repeated ove¡ and
over again in all handbooks, that there was an old i-stem. In fact many languages prove an
old consonant stem (Lith. lirdú etc. prove that J¡rd¿i is recent;and even if we wouldnot
have that evidence, J¡7d¡ì cannot be used as proof for an old t-stem, as is done so often;
recently by Brosman (JIES 6.1978:98), though he knows Szemerényi's article), and the
forms with -i- carr be explained as younger formations (Gr. kardía has a suffix found in
othe¡ words for parts of the body; Oh uide 1*krdiom has nothing surprising; Hitt".kardøs does not prove an old istem and there is the regular genitive kardas; see also below on
kardias). The Armenian i-stem is not sufficient to prove Proto-Indo-European origin;Szemerényi (7970:526) reminds that Armenian has more often unoriginal -l-stem forms (e.g.

It

from otn 'foot').
is most improbable that an i-stem existed by the side of this root formation. In that case
most languages would have chosen the i-inflection, which does not present the difficulties
of the root noun. A full iinflectiur has been assumed especially to account forskt.hidayam,
LAv. zara6aèm. (The same explanation is often given for Gr.ostéon.) Not only is a full
i-inflection most improbable, even if it had existed it would probably not have given, with
thematization, the IIr. aya-suffrx, as there is no evidence for such a development (Wackernagel 1954: 213-275;there is evidence for -ya- fromhysterodynamic i-stems, ibid.807Ð.

It

the explanation of the forms in tyøm is the following. "Auch sonst ist im Veda der
NAVSg. n. mancher Stämme durch andere Bildungen vermieden" obserues Wackernagel
1957:32) and gives hídayam,as an example. I think this is the explanation: the form replaces the difficult nominative (*ghèrd ) *hàr). The form is at least Proto-Indo-lranian,
and as its formation in lndo-Iranian is not understandable (Wackernagel 1954:213), tt
seems to be of Proto-Indo-European date. The comparison with Gr.ostéon andLaÍ. hc¡rdeum seems quite apt: in all instances the old form was a ¡oot noun that presented difficulties (specially in the nominative). The explanation of the suffix must be that given by
Risch (1974: 132) for ostéon: "eigentlich'Knöchernes"',i.e.-eios was the suffix meaning
'belonging to', well known from the adjectives indicating materials. The substantivized
form of this adjective would get almost the same meaning as the noun from which it was
derived. This explanation is also given by Szemerényi (1970:525), who gives the curious
parallels that Lat. cuprum, fagus were in the Romance languages. replaced by cupreum,
fageus. I wonder whether the Hittite genitive kardiss is not simply this adjective , krdeios
'belonging to the heart, of the heart'. Compare the Luwian adjectives in -øssi- replacing the
genitive.3 (A secondary formation on the basis of the dative and instrumental (kartit)
seems improbable to me: these starting points for i-inflection were present with all consonant stems; and why would only the genitive shift to the i-stems?) I would even consider
the possibility that hastiþs 1 *HostH-eios was the origin for the rather enigmatic inflection hastai, hastiins. (Once the adjective was incorporated as a genitive, apparently an
i-stem form, analogic spread of an i-stem was only to be expected.)

I think

The conclusion is that the -i of hø.rdi is not cognate with the i's of the words for'hea¡t'in
other languages nor with that of hídayam. Proto-Indo-Iranian inherite ¿ *îcer¿ iildés with
an adiective iùrdeios of which the neuter *rdeiom could be used in the place of *îeArcl.
The question remains from where the -i came.

Szemerényi (1970: 526) assumes. that the -i developed from a prop vowel before words
with initial consonant. He gives paralleis of languages that have such (final) vowels. But
here the difficulty of this solution becomes clear: some languages have such phenomena,
but then rather frequently, others do not have it. And as Sanskrit has no evidence for such
a development, this explanation cannot be accepted.

I can think of only one source, which to my mind is evident: hárdi hrdtis was formed after
tísthi *asthtis. Essential is that the -i of osthi can be explained. Notð that hárdí and,ásthi
belong to the same semantic sphere.

3.3. Remains the group tísthi *asthtis. The -i can hardly date from Proto-Indo-European, as
there is no evidence for ifzero neuters elsewhere. The other languages give no support for
a nominative in -i in this case. Hitt. hastøi, -i¡as does not have -i. Gr. ostéon has been explained above (from an eio-adjective). Arm. oskr 1*ostuer and Lat. os, ossls have no trace
of an -¡. When the -i is of Indian origin, it cannot have been taken from hdrdi,where it must
be explained itself, and there were no other neuters in -i. The -i must have originated in the
word itself. The explanation has been given by Hamp (1953: 137-141).Itmay be well to
draw attention to his explanation, as it is not mentioned in Mayrhofer's dictionary (1953:
tHostH, Hostil-és
67 , 553;1976: 637f). Tlne ah- shows that the word had a laryngeal, and
*asthris,
*rísti,
-th(cf
ásthi
.pdnthitþ).I
arrived
in Sanskrit
gave
with generalization of the
(1970:
not
(Szemerényt
526,n.61)
does
accept
the
at the same conclusion independently.
(1974:.336)
ostéon
disproves
a
says that G¡.
laryngeal, but without any argument. Kellens
*ostef
*hasta
got
and
laryngeal, which is not true. Note that Hittite and Greek would have
afo respectively in the nominative.)

The development

to *asti was Proto-Indo-Iranian

(Beekes,

IIJ 23.1981:275_287).hilrdi

occurs also in Dard- and Kafir languages (Mayrhofer 1976:605), which means thathãrdi
probably existed already in Proto-Indo-Iranian. fi hørdi got its -i from *øsli, this must be
of Proto-Indo-Iranian date, too. (Cf. below on possible Iranian *dadi,section3.5.).
Avestan nom. sg. øs-cø instead of *asti then presents a problem. Hamp here makes a suggestion which is apt to discredit his theory: that Av. *asf represent-s *Host, supposing that
-É1 was a collective suffix. This is unacceptable. First, Sanskrit and Avestan must be derived
fron"r the same form. (And if we assume *Host lor Sanskrit, we cannot explain its -i.)
Secondly, a collective suffix for (the singular of) 'bone' is quite improbable. We must look
fbr another explanation. (Note that those who assume Proto-Indo-European *HostHihave
the sanre problem.) I see three possible explanations (which do not exclude one another):

(l) ln <lerivations

(astvant-),

in

compounds and before clitics (as-ca!) the -É1 was not

vocalized in lranian (as normally in interior syllable).

(2)

(3)

*asf (a tendency strengthened
The inflection *asti, astas could lead to a new nominative
by the development in l).
Tlrc plural, which was rather frequent given the meauing of the word, was øsri ((
*Httstltll). To avoid the homonymy with the plural tl-re singular could have been
rcslrapcd to *a.sl. I think, then, that as(t) replaces *asti.

Whctlrcr *ïtosl It originally contained a suffix -/.f1 canuot be r¡rade out. The comparison
wilh stikthi suggcsts it. but this word could have been assinrilated to risthi.
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,Thíù¡ may have -i < -H jusl as risthi. It is of course possible that it got its
3.4. Skt. sákthi
-th- andf or -i from risthi,bttt the¡e is no necessity to assume this. ln any case íúprÈ'shoulder' did not take over -th-. The n- and i-inflection (du. sakthya, probably for original
*søkthi) point to a root noun.

We do not know what the nominative singular was in Avestan. The gen. pI. haxt(a)yã
the nominative dual in -i, but it
lhaxtiahl is an istem. This form may be analogic after
(cf.
GAv.
iànaytt'women' ftom iani- 1
might also be analogic after the nominative singular
*gfurnIÐ. Of the formhaxta (F 3 g 'haxt) we do not know which case it was. Iseefour
possibilities:

(1) An,?-stem nominative is improbable.
(2) A locative (singular) of an Ëstem is not very probable for this word.
(3) A good possibility seems to be that it is the instrumental singular of a consonant

stem.

i+i f-ully, ii might be the nominative dual of an ø-stem (cf. the a-stem forms of asr-).
*sakth-) *høxa6-. Again it is possible
GAv. haxt(i)- does not agree with srikthi: we expect
that the -/- was taken over from Av. asf- (with regular sth > st). But in the nominative
*haxti is regular from *sakti 1*søkt4. Compare for the non-generalization of '1h- in Av.
pontã pantinam against Skl. p(inthah (and, more generally, aogò aoiah- against Skt' ó7as)'
However, in this case we find -f- in the oblique cases. This can be explained if the i-stem
originating in the nominative was generalized. Lastly, the -/- of the nominative might have
*asti'
spread to the other cases after the example of
3.5. With dddhi, daclhnris have been connected OPr. dadun'mllk' Voc' and Alb'diathë'
dadan is probably an o-stem. (The only neutel tt-stem in Old Prussianissemen; cf' also
*dedh-. This gives
Trautmann (1910: $ 157b) on wundan.) The Albanian word represenfs
a problem for oPr. -ø-. Therefo¡e, Szemerényi (KZ 13.1958: 81 n. 5) suggestedthatdadøn
is a loan from a Germanic word for milk, comparing it with Gothic døddian'suckle'. I
think Toporov (1975: 284-286) is right in objecting: (1) that we have no other evidence
for this Germanic word;(2) that the Slavs took thei¡ word for milk from Germanic, but
that was *melko-, not *dada-; (3) that døda- occurs in Prussian geographical names. The
last point seems not certain to me, the first two, however, make the suggestion improbable.

I

see three

(l)
(2)

possibilities for OPr. -ø-:

*deda-) dada-, but this is ad hoc'
There was æsimilati on
In the vocabulary a oftenis found for older e (Trautmann 1910: $ 1lc). It

In Sanskrit the i-inflection might have been replaced by the iln'tnf1'ection, (though I think
such a development is improbable), but the absence of an i-stem in Albanian and Old Prussian cannot be explained.
*dhehTi-'suckle' with reduplication. But a preThe word is mostly derived ftom *dheh1-,
*dhe-dhlr
*dhe-dhh1í
would have given a full iinflecor
form
1-i is impossible, because this

tion. Hamp therefore rejected the connection with this root altogether, but this is not
probable. See the parallels given by Toporov (1975). The only possibility left is that the
root had the i-less form and no suffix -i (neither throughout nor in the nominative only, for
this would certainly have led to i-inflection in some of the languages). We thus arrive at the
reconstruction *dhé4hh1, gen. *dhedhft1-ds, which gives directly (Proto-Indo-Iranian)
*dadhi, *dadhtis. The faõt that the laryngeal of the root explains theilzero inflection of
Sanskrit directly can hardly be a coincidence. The reduplicated root noun might surprise.
Kortlandt points out to me that the word for 'beaver' may have had this formation. We
ñnd *bhebhro- and *bhebhru- (Avestan has an i-stem) side by side, and this suggests that
the word was simply *bhebhr originally.

*dadi (apud
Interesting is Szemerényi's theory that Hungarian tei 'mi\k'derives from an hAltheim 1951 77fi.It would point to an lranian form in -i.

3.6. About

dks.i we must be short. We have seen

thaltiksi

*aks.ás

probably was the original

inflection. The structure of the word is totally unclear, other languages pointing to simple
*Hol{-. It has been assumed that the -i originated from the (frequent) dual aks.f. I would
expect a complete i-inflection in that case, but it is not impossible. On the other hand, a
form in -H cannot be ruled out either.

3.7. The results for Proto-Indo-European may be given in this table:

-i

il,
pass. aor. none
Germ. pret.
OIr. denomin .

neuters in

*ToRi: IIr.

skt.
Av.

-

-1

OPr.

-

ifzero
none

(*HostH )
*HostH-és )

PII

*¿jsri

*asthtís)

-

Gr.
Lat. -2
Gm. -3

Hitt. + OIr. +
is a pecular-

1) two forms given uncertain; 2) two or three words; 3) recent forms'

ity of that dialect of Old Prussian.

(3) The original inflection

*e
of the word had of e-ablaut. (A fourth possibility is that Alb.

Notes

is not original.)

The difficulty, then, is not strong enough to deny the at first sight evident relation of
dødøn wtlh d(idhi. I think there are two more arguments in favour. We now know that (if
the word was inherited) it must have had 4h-, for Proto-Indo-European -d- would have
made the preceding vowel long according to Winter's Law. Further, another gloss (690) has
ructan darlan 'sour milk', which shows that this word could be used in a phrase with
exactly the same meaning

as

dtídhi.

Therefore the cognates must be accepted. This means that the word did not have l?-stem
forms originally. But an original i-inflection as is usually assumed is equally impossible.

proterodynami c
verbs.

**ori,

*kur-eí-, younger *kuorei- , would explain the zero and o-vocalism of the eíe'

*Hori¡ 1
Hitt. haran- shows that the word was originally an n-stem. (The nominativ e hari¿s continues
*Horòn,as Kammenhuber (1969: 289) has shown, (note that Hittite and Palaic write åaräs with long
*-ans, which
ø); not mentioned by Tischler (1977) who refers to the theory that the nominative had
*oren*ot(lischler
(1935
wrongly
its
basis'
loses
24) thus
would have given -anz.) Benveniste's
cites *oren-, *orn-.) Gt. órneon may have the same suffix -¿io- as has ostëon (see the text, below).
There is no reason why G¡. drn¡'s would be an old i-stem. Benveniste made the mistake to assume
that -eio- requires the former existence of an i-stem.
ComparableisSzemerényi'sexplanation of Gr.gunaîkós asanoriginaladjective (AION2' 1960:1330).
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Four contributions to Sanskrit etymology
Thomas Burrow

l.

t

(Balliol College, Oxford)

ki-, kiráti'to scatter'

The usual etymology offered fo¡ this Sanskrit verb derives it from an Indo-European root
(s)ker- 'to spring, jump', from which are also drived Gk. ox)ripu'to skip, dance, frisk' and
a variety of other wolds in various ianguages listed by J. Pokorny 1959 933-934). The
meanings do not correspond, which renders this proposal uncertain. This derivation also
assumes that the finai vowel of the Indo-European root involved was -r, which cannot be
taken for granted. It may just as well have been -/. Sanskrit r may be derived from IndoEuropean r, or from Indo-European /. On the other hand Sanskrit / does not, as commonly
assumed, freely develop from Indo-European r. Where / occurs in Sanskrit, whether replacing at r in the Rgvedic language, or without such an alternative, it corresponds, with few
exceptions, to Indo-Euro pean I . Although the verb k-r-, kiruiti only shows r in all stages of
the language, there are a number of words which have been held to be derived from it, or
connected with it, which have /. If these connections are justified, then the great probability is that the Sanskrit root kî- is derived from an Indo-European root ending in -/.

place the¡e are the adjectives àkula-,'confused; filled with, crowded (also
vyakuln-, samakuta-)' and samkull-'crowded together, dense, disordeled'. The Petersburg
dictionary de¡ived these words from the root ki-, and the meanings are eminently suitable.
Mayrhofer (1953-1980 s.v. itkula-) rejected this etymology in favour of a derivation from

In the fìrst

Proto-Munda which probably he would not now be prepared to consider. On the other hand,
vîder samkulø- he is prepared to accept it, although ready to assume a development of r to
/, which, as noted above, is not acceptable. This matter will be taken up later. In the meantime we may note the point made by Professor Turner (1966:45),thatthereisaremark-

able parallelism between itkuta-, vyãkula-, samkula-, samãkula- and àkirna-,

vy¿tktrna-,

samkírna-, sam¿tKttrnn-, the two sets having the same meaning.

The Petersburg dictionary also derived the adjective kalila- from this root. The word is used
in the sense of 'dense with, filled with' at the end of compounds, frequently with the idea
of a confused mass: rathanìtgitívakalilà (vahini), etc. In such cases we could substitute
itkula-, dkirna-, etc. without changing the meaning, and this confirms the derivation.

In addition to the derivatives already suggested we may further connect with the root kianothef word showing -/-, namely the tenth class verb kalayoti 'puts to rout, chases, pursues'. This verb is used frequently in the epic language in connection with defeated enemies, and the basic meaning is 'scatter, disperse'. It provides further evidence lhat the kihas an r corresponding to Indo-European /.

